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With the help of next-generation sequencing (NGS), biologists have gen-
erated an immense amount of sequencing data by different assays. With
data of such a profound magnitude, computational analysis becomes a bot-
tleneck to turn data into scientific discovery. Among different types of as-
says, DNase digestion, FAIRE (Formaldehyde Assisted Isolation of Regula-
tory Elements) and ATAC (Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin)
are three assays to isolate and identify open-chromatin regions of a given
genome. As it is commonly known, open-chromatin regions are unpacked
and thus easier for transcription factors to access, which is the premise
for gene regulation. Therefore, targeting at open-chromatin regions is a
promising direction to uncover gene-regulation mechanisms. However, this
relies heavily on the analysis of open-chromatin data.
In this thesis, we conduct a study on pair-end ATAC-seq data. The
study consists of two parts. In the first part, we propose a peak-calling
method on ATAC-seq data called OpenEM. For peak calling, existing meth-
ods focus on only pile-up signal profile. After a comprehensive study on
pair-end data, we find that the distribution of fragment length is also in-
formative for peak calling. Therefore, the distribution of fragment length
is included as an extra feature in our method. Experimental results show
that this method can achieve better sensitivity and specificity.
The second part of the study aims at improving the correlation between
open chromatin and gene expression. It will be of biological interest if gene
expression can be inferred from open-chromatin data. Although it may
be impossible to infer the real value of gene expression, it may still be
capable of inferring the importance of different genes. In our study, we
propose a new scoring scheme for transcription start sites (TSS) called
OpenTSS. In this work, we have shown that the distribution of fragment
ix
length is correlated with gene expression and also the strand of genes.
Hence we include it into the scoring scheme and show that the involvement
of fragment-length distribution can improve the correlation between open
chromatin and gene expression.
In conclusion, this study proposes a novel way to analyze open-
chromatin data and demonstrates that the distribution of fragment length
is informative for further analysis. With this new feature, this study im-
proves peak calling. We also have shown that paired-end features have
correlation with gene expression.
x
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Open chromatins are genomic regions that are accessible by transcription
factors. This section briefly introduces open chromatin and the motivation
of this research. Then the contributions of this thesis are summarized.
After that, it also shows the organization of the thesis.
It is known that our genome is packed with histones to form chro-
matins [1] and the packaging plays a central role in gene regulation [2, 3].
The epigenetic information encoded within the nucleoprotein structure of
chromatins can be extracted from high-throughput, genome-wide methods.
Information that can be obtained includes chromatin accessibility(open
chromatin) [4, 5], nucleosome positioning [6, 7, 8] and transcription factor
occupancy [9]. Among the information, open chromatin is resource-efficient
in the sense that it can detect information for the whole genome by only one
experiment. It also has the potential for detecting all the protein-binding
events in the whole genome by informatics. In contrast, the famous ChIP-
seq [10], which is successfully applied for detecting protein-binding events,
requires a huge amount of input materials and can target only one protein
in each experiment. So we believe that open-chromatin assays will be in-
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creasingly popular and the downstream processing on open-chromatin data
will become an interesting topic. In this thesis, we focus on data analysis
for open-chromatin data, including (1) peak calling which aims to deter-
mine the hyper-sensitive sites under open-chromatin assays, (2) correlation
analysis between open chromatin and gene expression.
Up to today, three assays can detect open chromatin on a genome-wide
scale: DNase digestion, Formaldehyde Assisted Isolation of Regulatory El-
ements(FAIRE) and Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chromatin(ATAC).
Since ATAC is the first one which conducts pair-end sequencing and it is
suitable for clinical applications, we focus our research on it.
For peak calling, although there has been many well-established meth-
ods, few of them are designed specifically for calling open-chromatin re-
gions. Existing methods only use the signal intensity generated by piling
up sequencing reads. Although this is a straightforward approach, after a
comprehensive research on ATAC-seq data generated by pair-end sequenc-
ing, we find that these methods do not fully utilize the information in the
library. We observe that the peak regions are correlated with fragment-
length distribution. This is a new direction for peak calling and we propose
a method to improve peak calling by utilizing this observation.
For correlation analysis with gene expression, there is little research
on this topic. Although there have been some studies showing that open
chromatin is correlated with gene expression, most of them require many
different data sources [11, 12], which is a high-cost procedure. We hypoth-
esize that more information can be extracted from open-chromatin assays
so that we can use the extra information to predict gene expression.
2
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, we conduct a comprehensive research on the ATAC-seq data
and propose two new models to analyze ATAC-seq.
1. OpenEM: a new peak-calling method for open chromatin based on
expectation maximization. We present some observation on ATAC-
seq data, which shows that fragment-length distribution is correlated
with the "openness" of a chromatin region. Then we show that our
method which integrates this observation improves peak calling.
2. OpenTSS: a new scoring scheme is developed that predicts gene ex-
pression based on ATAC-seq patterns around promoters. This part
focuses on TSS with high ATAC signals, which have stronger pat-
terns. We show that the distribution of fragment length around TSS
can also help to determine the strand of genes.
These two contributions together show that the distribution of fragment
length is informative for studying open chromatin. They pave a new way to
more fully utilize open-chromatin data and help reduce experimental cost.
1.3 Organization of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives a detailed
background about the research conducted related to open chromatin. In
Chapter 3, we give a comprehensive literature review on existing peak-
calling methods and some related works on open chromatin. In Chapter 4,
we describe OpenEM, a new method for peak calling on ATAC-seq data.
After that, our second contribution, OpenTSS, is proposed in Chapter 5.
Finally, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and discuss some





In this chapter, we introduce the biological background for this thesis. We
firstly describe the pipeline of conducting biological research, which aims to
provide an intuitive meaning of the data. After that, we describe 3 assays
for extracting the open chromatin: DNase-seq, FAIRE-seq and ATAC-seq.
Finally, we give a simple description on gene regulation, which happens
mostly at open-chromatin regions.
2.1 The Pipeline of Biological Research
As we can see in Figure 2.1, biological researches are conducted in the
following steps:
1: Sample preparation. This step includes cell culture, nuclei
preparation[13].
2: Perform an assay on the materials. A biological assay normally in-
cludes the following steps: genomic regions targeting, DNA fragmen-
tation, DNA extraction, DNA duplication (PCR).
3: Perform sequencing on the DNA fragments and map the sequences to
the reference genome
After the assay, it comes to the computational part. There are two
question to solve: how to store biological data and how to process them.
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Figure 2.1: The working pipeline of biological research
We next briefly introduce the two issues.
2.1.1 Sequence Data Storage
Next-Generation Sequencing(NGS) data processing requires standardized
formats for storing and sharing the data. NGS data are usually of large size
of gigabytes to terabytes. Thus, it is not affordable to store duplicated data
in different formats. Standardized formats are required to enable seamless
integration of different NGS data-mining pipelines. At the same time, stan-
dardized data formats minimize the unnecessary conversion between differ-
ent data formats. The commonly-used NGS data formats mainly consist
of the following:
FASTA/Q
This format is for storing raw sequence data from sequencing machines.
Text-based FASTA stores biological sequences only, while FASTQ file
stores both biological sequences and their corresponding per-base PHRED
quality[14]. This is the standard for storing NGS raw reads. Reads can be
single-end or paired-end. Usually paired-end reads are stored in two sep-
arate files with the corresponding lines referring to two ends of the same
pair of reads. Each sequence consumes 4 line in a FASTQ file:
Line 1 begins with a ’@’ character and is followed by a sequence identifier
and an optional description (like a FASTA title line).
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Line 2 is the raw sequence letters.
Line 3 begins with a ’+’ character and is optionally followed by the
same sequence identifier (and any description) again.
Line 4 encodes the quality values for the sequence in Line 2, and must















SAM file, which is also text-based, stores the sequence alignment informa-
tion of the reads to a reference genome[14]. It encodes the name of the
reads, the coordinates of alignments and mapping scores, etc. It is the
de facto standard output format for most NGS aligners. One of the most
important fields of the SAM format is the FLAG field, which indicates
whether the read is mapped, whether its corresponding mate is mapped,
etc. Another important field is the CIGAR string, which tells how the se-
quences are aligned to the reference genome. To save storage space, usually
SAM files are compressed to Binary Alignment/Map (BAM) file, which is
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the binary representation of the same information stored in the SAM file.
Efficient indexing and manipulation can be performed directly on the BAM
files.
Example:
SOLEXA-1GA-1:6:23:669:367 16 chr1 106793 25 36M * 0
0 AAAGTGCTTTGTTTTGAAGCACGATTAGACAAAGTG
CCCFFFFFHHHHHJJJIJJJJJJJJJIJJJJIIJJJ NM:i:1 X1:i:1 MD:Z:13G18G3
SOLEXA-1GA-1:6:54:1280:265 16 chr1 521579 25 36M * 0 0
GGGAGGCGGGGTGGGGGCAGCTACGTCCTCTCTTGA CC-
CFFFFFHHHHHIJJJJJJJJGHIIJHHIJIJJGE NM:i:1 X1:i:1 MD:Z:31G4
Browser Extensible Data (BED)
BED format provides a flexible way to define the data lines that are dis-
played in an annotation track. BED lines have three required fields and nine
additional optional fields. The number of fields per line must be consistent
throughout any single set of data in an annotation track. The order of the
optional fields is binding: lower-numbered fields must always be populated
if higher-numbered fields are used.
The three required BED fields are:
1 chrom - The name of the chromosome (e.g. chr3, chrY, chr2_random)
or scaffold (e.g. scaffold10671).
2 chromStart - The starting position of the feature in the chromosome
or scaffold. The first base in a chromosome is numbered 0.
3 chromEnd - The ending position of the feature in the chromosome
or scaffold. The chromEnd base is not included in the display of the
feature. For example, the first 100 bases of a chromosome are defined
as chromStart=0, chromEnd=100, and span the bases numbered 0-
99.
The bed format is easily extensible. In the standard format, there are 9
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more columns for storing different kinds of chromatin regions. The addi-
tional columns are:
4 name - Defines the name of the BED line. This label is displayed
to the left of the BED line in the Genome Browser window when the
track is open to full display mode or directly to the left of the item
in pack mode.
5 score - A score between 0 and 1000. If the track line correspond-
ing to the Score attribute is set to 1 for an annotation data set, the
score value determines the level of gray in which this feature is dis-
played (higher number = darker gray). Figure 2.2 shows the Genome
Browser’s translation of BED score values into shades of gray.
Figure 2.2: The color for the scores in bed
6 strand - Defines the strand, either ’+’ or ’-’.
7 thickStart - The starting position at which the feature is drawn
thickly (for example, the start codon in gene displays).
8 thickEnd - The ending position at which the feature is drawn thickly
(for example, the stop codon in gene displays).
9 itemRgb - An RGB value of the form R,G,B (e.g. 255,0,0). If
the track line itemRgb attribute is set to "On", this RBG value de-
termines the display color of the data contained in this BED line.
NOTE: It is recommended that a simple color scheme (eight colors
or less) be used with this attribute to avoid overwhelming the color
resources of the Genome Browser and your Internet browser.
10 blockCount - The number of blocks (exons) in the BED line.
11 blockSizes - A comma-separated list of the block sizes. The number
of items in this list should correspond to blockCount.
12 blockStarts - A comma-separated list of block starts. All of the
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blockStart positions should be calculated relative to chromStart. The
number of items in this list should correspond to blockCount.
However, it’s not necessary to strictly follow the standard format. We
can always add some ad-hoc columns to our files to satisfy our specific
applications. In the UCSC genome browser, many tracks are stored as
some non-standard bed formats, such as bed 3+, bed 6+, bed 9+ etc [15].
Example:
chr22 1000 5000 cloneA 960 + 1000 5000 0 2 567,488, 0,3512
chr22 2000 6000 cloneB 900 - 2000 6000 0 2 433,399, 0,3601
2.1.2 Peak Calling
Once the DNA fragments are mapped to the reference genome, we can pile
up the reads and generate the pile-up signal, as shown in Figure 2.3. The
peak-calling procedure aims to estimate the regions of interest in the ref-
erence genome based on signal coverage. Usually the genomic background
signal coverage is also required and prepared by performing the same ChIP
experiment without immunoprecipitation with an antibody. Peak-calling
programs such as MACS[16] and CCAT[17], can identify a small set of ge-
nomic regions with significant ChIP enrichment against background in the
reference genome called ChIP peaks, which are binding sites of transcrip-
tion factors. As for open-chromatin data, background signal is not available
and signal peaks are the genomic regions accessible by transcription factors.
Generally, each ChIP peak has two attributes: peak summit and ChIP
intensity. Peak summit indicates the most probable binding-site location
in the reference genome and ChIP intensity indicates the binding strength.
They are important to downstream analysis. We give a literature review
about peak calling in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.3: The mapped DNA reads and the pile-up signal
2.1.3 Downstream Analysis
Identified peak regions can be used to analyze the binding profile of dif-
ferent DNA-interacting proteins including RNA polymerases, transcription
factors, transcriptional co-factors, and histone proteins. There are sev-
eral common downstream analyses, such as peak-gene association, binding-
motif analysis, and peak annotation. For peak-gene association, the genes
near the ChIP peak locations are treated as targeted genes, and gene-
ontology analysis (or gene-expression analysis) can be further performed
to summarize the target genes function (or binding effect on gene expres-
sion). For binding-motif analysis, the DNA sequences around ChIP peaks
are extracted to identify whether any over-represented DNA motif are en-
riched with ChIP peaks, which can indicate the sequence-specific binding
patterns of ChIPed proteins or their co-associate proteins. For peak anno-
tation, the locations of ChIP peaks are overlapped with annotation data in
the reference genome, in order to check with whether the ChIP peaks sig-
nificantly co-occur with any type of annotation or not. In summary, these
downstream analyses are very useful to understand the biology context of
the ChIPed protein.
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2.2 Assays on Open Chromatin
In this part, we give a brief review on the biological assays for extracting
open chromatin. Now there are three types of assays: DNase Digestion,
FAIRE-seq and ATAC-seq.
2.2.1 DNase Digestion
Active DNA elements (promoters, enhancers and even insulators) are more
accessible to DNase I digestion than the rest of the genome[18]. DNase-
seq can be used for measuring the global distribution pattern of DNase I
cleavage and identify open chromatin associated with active DNA elements.
DNase-seq is particularly attractive for discovery of candidate regulatory
regions since it doesn’t rely on availability and specificity of antibodies. In
this assay, nuclei of samples are isolated and digested with DNase I for a
short period of time. This generates a bunch of released DNA fragments
and they are isolated and sequenced to identify the DNase I–hypersensitive
regions(Figure 2.4). However, one constraint of this assay is that it works
reliably only in fresh samples. So snap-frozen or otherwise fixed samples
are precluded from consideration. Two different strategies are commonly
used to obtain DNase hypersensitive fragments: by one DNase I cut[19] or
by two DNase I cuts[20]. When conducting DNase digestion, one critical
part is to determine the amount of DNase I accurately to cut the hyper-
sensitive regions without over-digestion. After the DNase digestion, DNA
fragments are purified by either gel electrophoresis or sucrose gradient ul-
tracentrifugation. For the two strategies, the optimal size-selection ranges
are also different[19, 20]. Size selection before and during library construc-
tion directly impacts the representation of all the DNase digestion sites.
Therefore, quality control, such as qPCR or Southern blot, is important
to ensure the enrichment of open chromatin elements compared to non-
12
Figure 2.4: An overview on the DNase assay
hypersensitive regions. As for quality control, one guideline is that samples
with greater than 20-fold enrichment between positive and negative control
regions are considered as good libraries. Higher fold enrichment typically
correlates with better sample quality.
In order to generate open chromatin accurately, background noise re-
sulting from random digestion with DNase I should be removed. One
straightforward approach is to compare the signal at a given location to
the signals from a large flanking region and mark the locations with low
enrichment as noise regions. Normally, the boundaries of genuine DNase
I regions between adjacent bins are very sharp and they should be fur-
ther dampened with a ’smoothing’ function. Software such as [21] and
algorithms such as [22] are optimized to work on data from the different
protocols for the assessment of DNase I and can be used to identify peaks
of DNase I hypersensitivity. To correct for the bias in the efficiency of
DNase I digestion in different regions with extreme base composition or
copy-number variation, a comparison to undigested DNA (similar to what
is done for ChIP-seq) should be included to the data analysis[20].
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2.2.2 FAIRE(Formaldehyde Assisted Isolation of Reg-
ulatory Elements)
For FAIRE, formaldehyde is added directly to cultured cells. The
crosslinked chromatin is then sheared by sonication and phenol-chloroform
extracted. Crosslinking between histones and DNA (or between one
histone and another) is likely to dominate the chromatin crosslinking
profile[23, 24, 25]. Covalently-linked protein–DNA complexes are se-
Figure 2.5: Illusration of FAIRE: FAIRE in human cells is illustrated
on the left, while preparation of the reference is illustrated on the right.
questered to the organic phase, leaving only protein-free DNA fragments in
the aqueous phase. For the hybridization reference, the same procedure is
performed on a portion of the cells that had not been fixed with formalde-
hyde, a procedure identical to traditional phenol-chloroform extraction.
DNA resulting from each procedure is then labeled with a fluorescent dye,
mixed, and comparatively hybridized to DNA microarrays. In this case,
the high-density oligonucleotide arrays that tile across the ENCODE re-
gions of the human genome(30 Mb) are caught for further analysis. The
procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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2.2.3 ATAC(Assay for Transposase-Accessible Chro-
matin)
ATAC is a newly published method for extracting open chromatin. The
ATAC-seq protocol has two major steps (Figure 2.6) following material
preparation[26].
Figure 2.6: ATAC consists of two steps: Tn5 insersion and PCR
The detail of this assay can be described as follows.
0. Prepare nuclei. Before conducting the ATAC protocol, nuclei should
be prepared. Cells should be lysed using cold lysis buffer. Immediately
after lysis, nuclei should be spun at 500g for 10 min using a refrigerated
centrifuge.
1. Tn5 insersion. Immediately following the nuclei preparation, the
pellet should be resuspended in the transposase reaction mix. The trans-
position reaction should be carried out for 30 min. Directly following trans-
position the sample should be purified using a Qiagen MinElute kit.
2. PCR(Polymerase chain reaction). Following purification, library
fragments are amplified using PCR protocol for 1 min. To reduce GC and
size bias in the PCR, the PCR reaction should be monitored using qPCR in
order to stop amplification before saturation. This reaction should be run
for 20 cycles to determine the additional number of cycles needed for the
remaining 45µL reaction. The libraries should be purified using a Qiagen
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PCR cleanup kit yielding a final library concentration of approximately
30nM in 20µL. Libraries should be amplified for a total of 10-12 cycles.
As a new technology, ATAC is claimed to be very resource-efficient. As
we can see from Figure 2.7, ATAC requires only about 10000 cells, while
the numbers for DNase-seq and Faire-seq are 100 times more. In addition,
the processing time required for ATAC is only a few hours, while DNase-seq
and Faire-seq take a few days to finish.
Figure 2.7: ATAC requires only a small size of samples and a short
processing time
Due to the small-scale resource requirement, ATAC is promising for
applications in real clinical data, where the materials are very limited.
Once it succeeds to be introduced to clinical applications, we believe that
research in biology will step into a totally new era. Before that, we should
employ the technology of computer science to dig out the potential of ATAC
to support research in biology.
2.3 Gene Regulation
DNA encodes genetic information. But it does not perform most of the
functional activities. These activities are carried out by a set of functional
molecules called proteins, which are complex macromolecules of amino
acids. The central dogma in biology[27] describes the flow of genetic infor-
mation from DNA to its final product “Protein”. A set of short segments in
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Figure 2.8: A simple model of gene regulation
the long DNA chain, called genes, provide the templates for synthesizing
short ribonucleic acid (RNA) molecules in a process called transcription.
Those RNA molecules encode the information needed to construct proteins.
Although a majority of the cells in the same organism contain the same
genetic information (DNA), the cells of different tissues have different types
of proteins or different amount of certain proteins in order to function dif-
ferently. The difference is controlled by a set of transcription regulators, so
that only a fraction of the genes in a cell are expressed at a time. In eukary-
otes, each gene is transcribed by an RNA polymerase, and the transcription
is initiated at a specific genomic location, called the transcription start site
(TSS, the blue right arrow in Figure 2.8). However, RNA-polymerase en-
zyme is incapable of initiating transcription on its own. The initiation
process is assisted by a number of DNA-specific binding proteins called
transcription factors (TFs). This process can be explored at both the se-
quence level and the structure level.
For the sequence level, TFs bind to DNA sequences and interact with
RNA polymerase as shown in Figure 2.8(a). The sequences bound by TFs
are called regulatory sequences, which usually contain specific sequence
pattern (motif). The regulatory sequence near the TSS is called promoter
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sequence (green line), and the regulatory sequence far away from the TSS is
called enhancer sequence (red line). For the structure level, both enhancer
sequence (red line) and promoter sequence (green line) are spatially close
to the TSS, as shown in Figure 2.8(b). Also, transcription initiation is
associated with open chromatin state (loose DNA region), in which the
DNA around the TSS is unpacked in order for RNA-polymerase to bind
on it. Another interesting fact related to transcription initiation at the
structure level is that the TSS of different genes are gathering spatially
during transcription, and this observation points out that all genes are
transcribed together but in a more efficient way by sharing the TFs and
recycling the RNA polymerases. This phenomenon is called transcription
factory[28], which is hidden at the sequence level.
In short, a protein binding to the regulatory sequence can either di-
rectly interact with RNA polymerase or remodel the surrounding chro-
matin state, which enhances or inhibits RNA polymerase in the transcrip-
tion process[29]. Thus the crucial point of the regulation mechanism is the




In this chapter, we give a comprehensive literature review on the current
status of our research interest. We first introduce several existing peak-
calling methods. After that, we give a brief review on the studies on open
chromatin.
3.1 Peak-Calling Methods
Peak calling is an important bioinformatic problem. As we have introduced
in Section 2.1, biologists get a signal profile along the whole genome after
conducting an assay on a cell culture and performing pile up for the aligned
tags. Normally, genomic regions with high biological signals are considered
as regions of interest, which are called "peaks". The aim of peak calling
is to get those genomic regions of interest for further analysis. The input
of peak calling is a set of aligned reads and the output is a set of highly
expressed regions.
The problem of peak calling becomes interesting with the maturing
of Chromatin Immunoprecipitation followed by high-throughput sequenc-
ing (ChIP-seq)[10]. Many peak-calling methods are specifically designed
for the ChIP-seq protocol, including MACS[16], SISSRS[30], QuEST[31],
Hpeak[32], PeakSeq[33], Sole-Search[34], CCAT[17] etc. The peak regions
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called by these methods are normally very narrow and very sharp. This
is because the ChIP-seq protocol is very specific that can target protein-
binding sites very precisely, which are normally narrow regions.
However, open regions are expected to be very broad, which are very
different from the peak regions in ChIP-seq. So these methods are not good
choices for calling open regions. Up to now, there is no method designed
specifically for open region calling. All existing methods are designed for
general-purpose peak calling. Existing peak-calling methods can be classi-
fied into two types: sliding-window approach and kernel-density-estimation
approach.
3.1.1 Sliding-Window Approaches
This type of approaches employ a sliding window to go through the whole
genome and pile up the DNA reads in each window. After getting the
signal intensities in all the windows, those windows with higher intensity
are called as the peak regions. The idea is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Sliding window approach. Sequence tags are piled up for
every window and windows with high intensity are called as peak regions.
MACS
Model-based Analysis of ChIP-Seq (MACS)[16] is one of the most famous
peak-calling methods. It works well when a control library is provided. It
works in the following steps:
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1: Use a sliding window to get pile-up signals in the whole genome. The
sliding window procedure is performed on both the sample library
and the control library. If no control input is provided, a uniform
distribution is constructed to be the control signal.
2: For each window in the whole genome wi, compute the fold change
k = S(wi)
C(wi)
, where S(x) and C(x) are the signal intensity of sample and
control at the window x, respectively.
3: Fit the fold change k to a Poisson distribution and get the p-value for
every single window.
P (x = k) =
e−λλk
k!
4: Use a user-defined threshold to call peak regions with p < threshold.
Figure 3.2: The strand bias around the TF binding sites. (a) The
DNA fragment from ChIP-seq is normally quite long. Only the heading
part and the trailing part are sequenced. (b) The distribution of forward-
strand and backward-strand reads around binding sites.
The idea of MACS is quite simple. Its good performance stems from
two observations: strand bias and local fluctuations. The first observation
comes from the structure of DNA molecules. A DNA fragment contains
two tags of opposite strands. A sequencing machine can only sequence from
the 5’-end of a tag. So one tag is sequenced from one end and the other
tag is sequenced from the other end, as shown in Figure 3.2. Normally,
a DNA fragment is quite long and only the heading part and the trailing
part are sequenced. So the distributions of the reads of two strands are
separated for some distance. To deal with this, a procedure for computing




towards the strand direction. For the second observation, MACS
compute the local λ using the formula λlocal = max(λBG, λ1k, λ5k, λ10k). By
applying the two ideas, MACS makes a significant improvement compared
to the existing methods at that time.
DFilter
DFilter[35] also employs the idea of sliding window, but it has something
special about it. When there is no control data, it uses a fixed-size window,
which is a common approach. But when there is control data, the sample
signal needs to be normalized over the control data to avoid artifactual
peaks caused by repetitive sequences and corrected for GC-content biases.
In order for this normalization approach to be robust, DFilter smoothens
the control signal by varying the window size over the whole genome. The
idea is that the control window must be smoothed over a length scale that
includes a sufficient number of tags. The minimum tag number is set to be
20. For each genomic bin with 100bp, the control tag density is estimated
within a 1-kbp window centered on the bin, if the 1-kbp window contains
at least 20 tags. If not, a 5-kbp window is used, or a 10-kbp window, if even
the 5-kbp window is insufficient to accumulate 20 tags. When the 10-k bp
window is insufficient to accumulate 20 tags, the control tag density is set
to a pseudo-count value of 20 tags per 10 kbp. Thus, the smallest value of
the denominator during control normalization is 0.2 tags/bin.
After signal normalization against the control library, DFilter aims to
optimize the ROC-AUC for peak-calling results. The problem of designing
a linear detector that maximizes accuracy, as defined by the ROC-AUC,
has a well-known solution in the field of signal processing[36], namely, the
Hotelling observer. Under Gaussian-noise approximation, maximizing the
latter probability is equivalent to maximizing a z-score. More specifically,
DFilter firstly classifies individual n-base-pair bins as positive or negative
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based on the genomic distribution of tags. Given the observed signal vectors
at positive regions, xp, and at negative regions, xn, with variances Rp and









where h is the linear filter and the superscript H represents the Hermitian
transpose. To be precise, h is a row vector and xp and xn are column
vectors. The vector h that optimizes the z-score is derived to be in the
following form[35].
h = K−1(E(xp)− E(xn)) (3.2)
where K is the mean of covariances of observations at positive and negative
regions such that K = (Rp +Rn)/2.
After maximizing the z-score, DFilter calculates the coefficients of the
Hotelling detection filter and then applies the filter to the genome-wide
binned tag-count signal. The filtered tag-count signal is then thresholded
to detect significant genomic regions.
ZINBA
ZINBA[37] also uses sliding window to process the data. The special feature
of ZINBA is that it applies the idea of "zero-inflated". After getting the
signals in each window, it assumes that each window comes from one of
three pre-defined components: background, enrichment or zero-inflated.
The term "zero-inflated" refers to those genomic locations at which we
might expect coverage of some tag counts, but not represented in the real
data. The work flow of it comprises three steps.
In step 1, the set of aligned reads from the experiment along with a
set of covariate measures are collated for each contiguous non-overlapping
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window spanning the genome. The set of covariate includes GC content,
mappability, copy number variation and input control. Users can select
different combinations from the four covariates to customize the program
for peak calling.
In step 2, for each of the three components, a component-specific model
formulation of covariates is developed. Then the three formulations of co-
variates are employed by a mixture-regression framework to compute the
posterior probability of each window belonging to either the background,
enriched or zero-inflated components. The component-specific model for-
mulations of covariates can be generated using an automated model selec-
tion procedure or specified by the user.
In step 3, after getting the posterior probability of all windows, win-
dows exceeding the user-specified probability threshold (default 0.95) are
merged to form broad regions of enrichment and a shape detection algo-
rithm is employed on the read overlap representation of the data to refine
the boundary estimates of distinct punctate peaks.
With the formulation of "zero-inflated", ZINBA works better for
datasets with low sequencing depth. It shows that some regions that are
classified as "zero-inflated" do have some biological meaning for them.
HotSpot
HotSpot[22] is commonly used for peak-calling on open region data. In the
UCSC browser[15], the DNase peaks are called by the HotSpot. In this
model, peaks are called as "hotspot", since they are different to the other
peak-calling method in the sense that it requires not only high signal, but
also local maxima.
Before calling hotspots, it runs a sliding window of 150bp through the
genome and gets discrete peaks with high signals. After that, hotspots are
called in two phases. In the first phase, neighboring peaks within 150 bp
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of each other are merged to form hotspots. The sliding window tag density
(tiled every 20 bp in 150-bp windows) is computed and peak finding of
the density in each merged hotspot region is performed. Each 150-bp peak
is assigned the z-score from the unmerged hotspot that contains it. Then
certain ad hoc criteria are applied to select the regions ensuring a sustained
increase or decrease around them. In the second phase, Hotspot tries to
discover weaker but reproducible peaks that have been overshadowed by
the most enriched regions. Finally, the results of these two phases are
combined and subjected to false-discovery-rate analysis.
3.1.2 Kernel-Density-Estimation Approaches
Another type of peak callers employs the idea of kernel-density estimation
(KDE). One kernel density is created at every single DNA sequence read
position. Then all the kernel densities are added up to form a smoothed
estimation of the read signals, as shown in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: Kernel-density-estimation approach: Blue dots represent
sample positions being analyzed. (a, b) Locations of the bins used in his-
tograms can cause data to look unimodal (a) or bimodal (b) depending
on their starting positions (1.5 and 1.75, respectively). (c) Bandwidth af-
fects the density generated in the same way as changing the size of bins.
Over (red, dashed line) and under (green, dotted line) smoothed data can
obscure the actual signal (black, solid line). (d) Example of how distribu-
tions over each point are combined to create the final distribution. Each
of the samples is represented by Gaussian distributions which are summed
to create the final density estimation.
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Fseq
Fseq[21] is the first program that implements the idea of KDE(kernel-
density estimation) for peak calling in an integrated package. The program
provides a command-line interface for the user and a set of user-friendly
options for background and output formats. Users can choose one of these
formats for output: wig, bed, narrowPeak.
One important feature of Fseq is that it includes the idea of "back-
ground" for open-region data. Background is the signal that is used for
normalizing the sample signal. Normally, people generate the background
signal for ChIP-seq experiments by using a non-specific antibody, which
gets DNA sequences from the whole genome. But for open-region data,
the background is normally unavailable. So Fseq uses two sets of data to
model the background: mappability score and copy-number variation. The
intensities are expected to be biased to those regions with high mappability
score or high copy-number variation. So Fseq takes mappability score and
copy-number variation as input and performs normalization over the two
values.
Another feature of Fseq is that it’s a general-purpose peak-calling
method. It can work under two modes: the ChIP-seq mode and the DNase
mode. For the ChIP-seq mode, Fseq shifts all DNA tags towards the cor-
responding strand directions and pileup the reads at the center of the frag-
ments. So that the intensity is expected to be extremely high at the real
transcription factor binding sites. So the peak regions is normally quite
narrow. For the DNase mode, DNA sequences are not shifted and the peak
regions are broader.
PeaKDEck
PeaKDEck[38] is a peak-calling program that distinguishes signal from
noise by randomly sampling read densities and using kernel-density estima-
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tion to generate a dataset-specific probability distribution of random back-
ground signal. With the help of dataset-specific background, the method
can better deal with data with low signal-to-noise ratio. It works in the
following steps, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: The work flow of PeaKDEck.
Firstly, 50,000 random genomic sites are generated, and overlapping
sites are discarded (Figure 3.4(a)).
Secondly, the read density (RD) at each of these non-overlapping sites
is calculated (central RD). This value is corrected by subtracting the ex-
pected background RD calculated from the local background RD, to give
the corrected RD(Figure 3.4(b)).
Thirdly, the 50,000 random corrected RDs are used to calculate a proba-
bility distribution of randomly selected corrected RDs, using kernel-density
estimation (Figure 3.3). The threshold-corrected RD for peak calling is cal-
culated from this distribution as the RD for which the probability (P) drops
below a cut-off (by default, this value is set as 0.001) (Figure 3.4(c)).
Finally, with this density threshold, the data set is scanned systemat-
ically using overlapping bins, and at each position, the corrected RD is
calculated as in Figure 3.4(b). A peak is called when this corrected RD is
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higher than the threshold value, cf. Figure 3.4(d).
3.1.3 Summary on Peak-Calling Methods
This chapter introduces some existing methods for peak calling. They can
be roughly classified into two types, namely sliding window and kernel-
density estimation.
Below, I try to compare the two types of methods. Sliding-window ap-
proaches summarize the signal into windows. This enables them to avoid
calling regions that have high intensities at only a few bases, which are
normally local noises. So these peak-calling methods can be more robust
against such noises. However, since this approach divides the whole genome
into non-overlapping windows, the boundaries of the peak regions are nor-
mally defined as the boundaries of the windows, which are not very ac-
curate. Another issue about sliding-window approaches is that there is a
parameter to determine: the window size. There is no theoretical criteria
for determining the window size up to now.
Kernel-density-estimation(KDE) approaches create a kernel at every
single sequence read and then scan every single base against the combined
signal from the kernels of all the DNA sequences. This enables them to
generate a smoother signal profile and search the peak regions up to single-
base resolution. However, it also makes them vulnerable to local noises.
Due to this reason, they are prone to calling extremely short peaks, such
as peak regions with only 1 base. The comparison is summarized in Table
3.1.
Up to now, all existing methods work on single-end sequencing data.
However, pair-end sequencing is becoming more and more popular. With
the help of the extra information from pair-end sequencing, it’s possible
that we can achieve a better peak-calling result.
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3.2 Studies on Open Chromatin
Open chromatin is defined as chromatin regions that are accessible by the
other molecules. Normally, most DNA-related events are expected to hap-
pen around these regions. Due to the importance of open chromatin, many
researches have been conducted on them. In this part, we present how
computational people make use of open-chromatin data to help make bi-
ological discovery. There are mainly two approaches: protein-binding site
prediction and gene-expression prediction.
3.2.1 Open Chromatin vs. Protein
Since open chromatin are expected to be the binding regions of transcrip-
tion factors (TFs), there are some researches on how to get TF-binding
information from open-chromatin data. One of the very early work done
for protein analysis on open-chromatin data is presented in [39]. The pa-
per gives some basic statistics about clusters of open regulatory elements
(CORE) on Faire and DNase data. The statistics show that majority of
transcription factors at promoters are covered by one of Faire and DNase.
After that, a more detailed analysis on the open chromatin of the human
genome is presented by [5]. For open-chromatin data, there is a well-known
concept called "footprint", which stands for the DNase signal patterns for
proteins at their binding sites. Two examples can be seen in Figure 3.5.
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The paper [40] presents a comprehensive analysis on the footprint of DNase,
showing that footprint is both common and informative.
Figure 3.5: Footprints for the transcription factors. (a)CTCF
(b)REST
The works mentioned above focus more on biological information. On
the other hand, some works focus on modeling biological data by some
computational frameworks. [41] is a pioneering work of this type. This
paper presents a computational framework, namely CENTIPEDE, for pre-
dicting protein-binding sites. It utilizes the idea of footprint for every
binding protein and uses a multinomial distribution to model it. After
modeling the signal patterns, it succeeds to predict protein-binding sites
with AUC-ROC up to 0.98. [42] presents a motif-finding framework on
DNase footprint data.
3.2.2 Open Chromatin vs. Gene Expression
Another type of analysis on open-chromatin data focuses on gene expres-
sion. Gene expression is the most direct view that can tell what a cell
culture is doing. So people are usually interested in gene expression when
looking for biological discovery. Since the promoters of the genes need to
be open to enable transcription, it makes sense to correlate open chromatin
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with gene expression. There are a number of works studying the correla-
tion between open-chromatin regions and gene expression. [43] presents
a co-localization between DNase-hypersensitive exons with promoters and
distal regulatory elements, which leads to a new thinking about gene ex-
pression at DNase-hypersensitive sites. [11] presents a pipeline for predict-
ing cell-type-specific gene expression. It first presents an observation that
cell-type-specific genes have different DNase sensitivity profiles. Then the
idea is employed to construct the prediction pipeline, which can determine
whether a gene is cell-type specific or not.
3.2.3 Summary on Studies of Open Chromatin
For open-chromatin data, now there are mainly two approaches to perform
analysis: protein-binding prediction and gene expression prediction. In this
part, we give a short review on what people have done on this topic. We can
see that open-chromatin data is becoming more and more interesting, due
to the potential of extracting useful information from it. On the other hand,
working on open-chromatin data is also cost-effective, since we can get much
information from only one experiment. The information extraction relies
heavily on the development of computational biology. So the research on
open-chromatin data is interesting and it can contribute much to biological
research.
Open-chromatin data has shown its potential of speeding up biological
discovery in the researches conducted before. But those works are based
on DNase data. Compared to DNase, Faire and ATAC are more resource-
efficient and can also target open chromatin of a genome. If we can extract
useful information from Faire and ATAC data, it will be a big contribution




OpenEM: Peak Calling For Open
Chromatin Based on EM
4.1 Introduction
Open chromatin is a subset of a genome that can be accessible to transcrip-
tion factors and thus important for gene regulation. This chapter describes
OpenEM, a peak-calling method to identify open regions on the chromatin
using ATAC-seq data[26].
When talking about peak calling, the most straightforward approach is
to make use of the signal profile. This is the most we can get from single-end
sequencing and also the base of existing peak-calling methods. However,
as pair-end sequencing becomes more and more popular, we can now get
the signal profile as well as the fragment-length distribution. Therefore, it
would be a breakthrough for peak calling to integrate both the signal profile
and the fragment-length distribution to call peaks. In this work, we study
in depth on ATAC-seq data to extract observations and find some corre-
lations between open chromatin and fragment-length distribution. These
observations are further refined and applied to call open-chromatin regions.
This chapter is organized as follows. We first conduct a deep study
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on ATAC-seq data. Section 4.2 discusses some interesting observations re-
garding fragment-length distribution. Based on these observations, a new
peak-calling method, OpenEM, employing fragment-length distribution is
described in detail in Section 4.3. The performance of OpenEM against 4
commonly-used peak-calling methods on ATAC-seq data is reported in Sec-
tion 4.4, which shows that OpenEM achieves better sensitivity and speci-
ficity.
4.2 Observations
This section describes our observations on ATAC pair-end sequencing data.
We apply some simple statistical methods on ATAC data to look for spe-
cial patterns on ATAC-seq data. The interesting part is about fragment
length. As we have introduced before, ATAC-seq is produced using pair-
end sequencing. Fragment length is provided as an extra information when
compared to single-end sequencing. Below, we demonstrate that fragment
length encodes signals of open regions.
4.2.1 Data Preprocessing
We download the ATAC-seq data of both GM12878 and CD4+ from
GSE47753 in the NCBI database. Then the ATAC-seq data are aligned
to hg19 using bowtie2[44]. From the insert size of each aligned tag pair,
the length of the fragment corresponding to the paired-end tag is estimated.
Then we partition the aligned sequence tags into two groups depending
on whether they are in open regions or close regions. Open regions are
defined to be regions containing active histone marks, namely, H3k4me3,
H3k4me1, H3k27ac and H3k36me3 [6, 45, 46]. Similarly, close regions
are defined to be regions containing repressive histone marks, namely,
H3k9me2, H3k9me3, H3k27me2 and H3k27me3 [6, 47]. The histone data
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for GM12878 and CD4+ are obtained from the ENCODE project[48] and
Zhao’s lab[6] respectively.
We aim to find some features that can differentiate active ATAC se-
quencing tags and repressive ATAC sequencing tags. Simple statistics are
performed to determine if there are any features in the ATAC tags that
can distinguish the two sets of tags. The procedure can be illustrated in
Figure 4.1. Finally, we observe that tag count and fragment length of the
ATAC tags can be used to distinguish tags between open and close regions.
Figure 4.1: The pipeline for getting observations
4.2.2 Observations on Tag Count
Given a region, the tag count is defined to be the number of ATAC tags
that are aligned to this region. The boxplot for the tag counts is shown in
Figure 4.2. We can see that the number of ATAC tags in active peaks is
significantly higher than that in repressive peaks.
4.2.3 Observations on Distribution of Fragment Length
This part discusses our observations on the distribution of fragment length.
As shown in [26] and as illustrated in Figure 4.3, the frequency of fragment
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Figure 4.2: The box plots for the tag counts around the active
peaks and repressive peaks. (a) The box plots for GM12878 (b)
The box plots for CD4+
Figure 4.3: ATAC-seq provides genome-wide information on chro-
matin compaction. ATAC-seq fragment sizes generated from GM12878
nuclei.
length is not monotonically decreasing. It has several sub-peaks around the
lengths of 200, 400, 600 and 800, which corresponds to single nucleosome,
dimer, trimer and tetramer. It means that we can associate fragment length
to nucleosome positioning, which is impossible for single-end sequencing.
After we partition the aligned sequence tags into active set and repres-
sive set, we plot the distribution of the lengths of the fragments covered
by these two sets of peaks. Figure 4.4 shows that the fragment-length dis-
tributions are different for active peaks and repressive peaks. Comparing
Figure 4.4a and 4.4b, we clearly see that there are some sub-peaks in the
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distribution for repressive peaks, which are expected to be related to nu-
cleosome distribution. For active peaks, the distribution seems smoother
and there is only one dominating peak. Furthermore, the same observation
also appears in the CD4+ cell line (see Figure 4.4c and 4.4d).
Figure 4.4: The distribution of fragment length over different sets
of peaks
The different distributions are consistent with the putative functional
state of the two sets of peaks. In active peaks, the chromatin is expected
to be unpacked and nucleosomes are repositioned to create nucleosome-free
regions for gene activation[49]. So we can’t see the sub-peaks related to
nucleosome. In repressive peaks, the chromatin is expected to be tightly
packed, in which case the DNA molecule is tightly bound around nucleo-
somes. This explains the sub-peaks in the distribution for repressive peaks.
This observation is interesting and may be a good feature to improve peak-
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calling procedures. Previously, tag count is all we can get for peak calling
using single-end sequencing data. Now, it is possible to use fragment-
length distribution to distinguish between active regions and close regions.
In the method section, we employ this observation to build an improved
peak-calling method.
4.2.4 Dependency Between Tag Count and Fragment
Length
To use the two features, tag count and fragment length, we need to know
whether these two features are dependent. We collect the correlation be-
tween the fragment-length distribution and the number of tags by the fol-
lowing procedure.
We combine active peaks and repressive peaks and partition the peak
set into 10 equal-size groups by tag count in decreasing order. So the first
group contains the top 10% of the peaks in terms of tag count, the second
group contains the peaks ranking from 10% to 20% of all the peaks and
so on, thus rendering the 10 groups of peaks. For the tags in each group,
we further partition them based on their fragment lengths. We follow the
fragment-binning scheme of [26], which bins fragment length into 8 non-
overlapping intervals: {(0, 100], (100, 180], (180, 247], (247, 315], (315,
473], (473, 558], (558, 615], >615}. The percentage of fragments from the
8 bins for all 10 groups is shown in Figure 4.5. As we can see, among the
8 bins of fragments, most of them seem to be uniformly distributed across
the 10 groups with the exception of the bin (100, 180]. The fragments in
the bin (100, 180] is slightly biased to the first 10% of peaks.
Below, we formally test if there is any dependency between the 8
fragment-length bins and the 10 groups of peaks. Under the null hypoth-
esis, we assume that the fragment-length-distribution profiles for differ-
ent groups of peaks are similar. For every length interval, we apply the
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Figure 4.5: The fragment-length distribution over the 10 groups of
peaks
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS test)[50] to test the similarity between the
ratio distribution over different peak groups and the constant distribution,
in which the ratio is always the same. Table 4.1 shows the p-value for
each fragment interval under the KS test. We can see that the p-value for
the interval (100, 180] is lower than the significant threshold 0.01, which
implies that the ratio for this interval is significantly biased for tag count.
With this p-value, we should reject the null hypothesis and state that the
tag count and the fragment-length distribution are not independent.










Since the interval (100, 180] is the only interval with significant bias,we
go one step further and simplify the binning scheme into 3 bins: {(0, 100],
(100, 180], >180}. For convenience, we name the three bins a, b, c. Every
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peak is classified into one of the 7 types as shown in Table 4.2. Then we
check the ratio of all the types in all the 10 groups of peaks. The peak type
distribution is shown in Figure 4.6.
Table 4.2: The definition of different peak types
Type Description
aUnique Peaks covering tags in bin a only
bUnique Peaks covering tags in bin b only
cUnique Peaks covering tags in bin c only
ab Peaks covering tags in bin a and bin b
ac Peaks covering tags in bin a and bin c
bc Peaks covering tags in bin b and bin c
abc Peaks covering tags in all the three bins
Figure 4.6: The distribution of different peak types
As we can see, the peak types are heavily biased. For peaks with high
tag-count, the type abc is dominating. For peaks with low tag-count, ac
and aUnique have higher percentages. This enforces the conclusion we
made before: the tag count and the fragment-length distribution are not
independent.
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4.2.5 Fragment-Length Bias on Open Chromatin
In this section, we check if fragment length has bias in open chromatin. We
apply the binning scheme described above to partition the fragments into
8 bins B1, . . . , B8. For each bin Bi, we pile up all the fragments in the bin
and call peaks. Precisely, for each bin Bi, for each threshold δ = 1, 2, 3, 4,
Peaki,δ is a set of peaks where each peak is a region covered by at least δ
fragments in bin Bi. After calling peaks for different bins under different






where Acti,δ is the number of active peaks covered by the set of peaks
Peaki,δ and Randi is the number of randomly-shuﬄed active peaks covered
by the set of peaks Peaki,δ.
Table 4.3 shows the openness scores for different bins and different
thresholds. In this table, we can see that the interval (100, 180] has the
highest openness scores in most of the cases. This shows that there is some
bias between open chromatin and fragment length. This observation is
employed to simplify and speed up the proposed peak-calling method.
Table 4.3: The Openness Scores for Different Ranges of Fragment
Length
Fragment Length ≥1 ≥2 ≥3 ≥4
<100 8.315 12.211 39.316 43.492
100-180 5.796 23.457 62.451 94.310
180-247 4.261 14.653 44.054 83.204
247-315 4.133 13.839 38.835 70.722
315-473 4.802 17.771 46.151 72.649
473-558 4.413 18.127 49.840 73.402
558-615 3.942 15.739 42.181 66.791
>615 3.853 16.154 41.783 61.789
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4.2.6 Summary
In summary, we have four observations on the distribution of ATAC tags.
There are more ATAC sequence tags in active regions than in repressive
regions. Fragment-length distributions in active regions and in repressive
regions are different due to the difference on nucleosome distribution. Tag
count and fragment-length distribution are not independent. Last but not
the least, bias exists between open chromatin and fragment length.
4.3 The OpenEM Model
This section proposes a new open-region-calling method called OpenEM.
Unlikely existing methods that only use ATAC tag counts to call open
region, OpenEM utilizes fragment lengths of ATAC paired-end tags to de-
termine the openness of each region. The detail of this method is described
below.
4.3.1 An Overview of the Method
Given a BAM file containing all ATAC tags aligned on a reference genome,
OpenEM computes a set of genomic regions that are called open-chromatin
regions. It consists of three phases. The first phase preprocesses the BAM
file and identifies the fragment length for each paired-end tag. In the second
phase, the genome regions covered by high numbers of tags are extracted
as the peak regions. After that, the peak regions are further refined and
re-ranked by an EM procedure. We describe the three phases in detail in
the following subsections.
4.3.2 Phase 1: Data Preprocessing
In this phase, the BAM file with aligned sequence tags is converted into
bed format using bedtools[51]. The length of every fragment is extracted;
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then, the tag-based bed file is converted into a fragment-based bed file.
The details are described as follows.
We extract the pair-end information from the bam file, yielding a list
of matched tags. Figure 4.7(a) shows an example of paired-up tags. The
fragment length is computed as end-start, where end is the coordinate of
the right site and start is the coordinate of the left site. In the case that
the two tags are in different chromosomes, the two tags are discarded. Then
each paired-end tag is represented as a fragment, as shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: An illustration of bed file augmentation. (a) The re-
lationship between pair-end tags and fragment length (b) Two
sample entries in the tag-based bed file (c) The fragment-based
bed file converted from (b)
4.3.3 Phase 2: Identifying Enriched Peak Regions
The previous phase generates a list of fragments. Then we need to construct
the signal profile of ATAC coverage using the fragments. Simply piling up
the fragments is not reasonable, since the fragments may cover nucleosome
regions as we have discussed in the observation section. We expect only the
two ends of the fragments are open regions since the two ends are regions
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that are accessible for transposon cutting. So we define a parameter Lef ,
which stands for "effective accessible region length". With the parameter
Lef , we define the "effective accessible region". If the fragment [s, e] is






, e], where s and e are the starting position and ending
position of a fragment, respectively. If the fragment is shorter than Lef ,
the fragment will be treated as the effective accessible region. Lef is a
user-defined parameter. In our implementation, Lef is set to be 50.
After that, all effective accessible regions are piled up to form the cov-
erage profile. Every single base covered by at least one effective accessible
region is extracted. Then the signal intensities of all bases are used to gen-
erate an empirical signal distribution. Consecutive regions with intensity
greater than some threshold thpeak are selected as candidate peaks. By
default, thpeak is set to be the intensity value for the top 10% bases in the
empirical distribution.
4.3.4 Phase 3: Re-scoring the Regions by EM
The second phase reports a set of peak regions {X1, . . . , Xn} with high sig-
nal intensity. However, ordering the peak regions simply by signal intensity
is not good enough. We need a new scoring scheme to re-score the regions.
As shown in the observation section, the number of tags in a peak region
and the length distribution of the fragments covering a peak region can be
used to differentiate between open and close chromatins. Hence, every peak
region Xi is modeled as two features: {ci, li}. ci is the number of sequence
tags mapped to the region Xi. li is the distribution of the lengths of the
fragments covering the peak region Xi. More precisely, li is a set of values
{lji | j = 1, 2, . . . , B} where lji stands for the proportion of fragments of
length falling in the jth bin over all fragments covering the peak Xi and
B is the number of interval bins. As a simple approach, we follow the
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binning scheme of [26], which is shown in Figure 4.8 and the interval bins
are defined as {(0, 100], (100, 180], (180, 247], (247, 315], (315, 473], (473,
558], (558, 615], >615}.
Figure 4.8: The distribution of fragment length can be binned into
different intervals
Each peak Xi is modeled by a mixture model, which is commonly ap-
plied in computational biology[41, 52]. In other words, the observed data
{ci, li} is assumed to be generated from one of two underlying distributions
depending on whether the region is an open-chromatin region or a close-
chromatin region. A latent variable zi is used to indicate two cases: zi = 1
for open chromatin and zi = 0 for close chromatin. A set of parameters
(pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ1) are used to describe the two distributions, where (1) pi is
the prior probability that Xi is from the open chromatin, (2) µ0 and µ1 are
the empirical distributions for tag count on close and open chromatin re-
spectively, and (3) θ0, θ1 are the empirical distributions for fragment length
on close and open chromatin respectively.
For the following description, we define the variable C for the number
of tags, the variable vector L = {L1, L2, . . . , LB} for the ratio of fragments
in the B bins, the variable Z for the underlying component where Z = 1
for open chromatin and Z = 0 for close chromatin.
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We first describe the distributions on fragment length, namely θ0, θ1.
θ0,jv = Pr(L




i = v, zi = 0)∑n
i=1 I(zi = 0)
θ1,jv = Pr(L




i = v, zi = 1)∑n
i=1 I(zi = 1)
(4.2)
where j is the index for the jth bin, v is a real value within the range [0,
1], I(e) is an indicator function, defined to be 1 when e is true and 0 when
e is false.
I(e) =
1 e is true0 e is false (4.3)
With this formulation, the probability of observing the fragment length
distribution li in close chromatin and open chromatin can be computed as
follows.
Pr(L = li | Z = 0) =
B∏
j=1




Pr(L = li | Z = 1) =
B∏
j=1





Below, we discuss the distribution for tag count. As shown in Sec-
tion 4.2, the distributions of tag count and fragment length are not inde-
pendent. In such case, a naïve bayesian approach cannot be applied. Hence,
we need to take the dependency into consideration and the distribution for
tag count can be computed as follows.
µ0,cl = Pr(C = c | L = l, Z = 0)
=
∑n
i=1 I(ci = c, li = l, zi = 0)∑n
i=1 I(li = l, zi = 0)
µ1,cl = Pr(C = c | L = l, Z = 1)
=
∑n
i=1 I(ci = c, li = l, zi = 1)∑n
i=1 I(li = l, zi = 1)
(4.5)
where c is an integer for tag count, l is a length-B vector for fragment-
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length distribution with each real value in the range [0, 1], and I is the
indicator function described above.
So the probability of observing a peak Xi given that Z = 0 or Z = 1
can be expressed as follows.
Pr(Xi | Z = 0) = Pr(C = ci, L = li | Z = 0)






Pr(Xi | Z = 1) = Pr(C = ci, L = li | Z = 1)






Based on the mixture model, the probability of getting the observation




((1− pi)Pr(Xi|Z = 0) + piPr(Xi|Z = 1)) (4.8)
The task can be formulated as an optimization problem, which finds a
set of parameters (pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ0) that can maximize the likelihood of the
data Pr(X). However, optimizing the function Pr(X) directly is NP-hard.
Instead, we apply the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to solve
the optimization problem indirectly. The EM algorithm employs the idea
of latent variable, which is Z in our case. By definition, Pr(Z = 1) = pi.
When applying EM algorithm, the objective function 4.8 can be revised as
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a "complete log likelihood function" as shown below.
logPr(X,Z|pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ1) =
n∑
i=1
((1− zi)log((1− pi)Pr(Xi|µ0, θ0)) + zilog(piPr(Xi|µ1, θ1)))
(4.9)
The EM algorithm then iteratively maximizes the complete log like-
lihood function (Equation 4.9) over the conditional distribution of latent
variable zi given the current estimation of parameters (pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ1). The
EM procedure can be described in the following two steps: E-step and M-
step.
In the E-step, given the parameters (pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ1), the latent variable
zi is updated. The posterior odds can be derived as follows:
ηi =
zi
1− zi = (
pi
1− pi )(
Pr(C = ci | L = li, Z = 1)Pr(L = li | Z = 1)
Pr(C = ci | L = li, Z = 0)Pr(L = li | Z = 0))
(4.10)





In the M-step, the parameters (pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ1) are estimated in order
to maximize the expected log likelihood function using the posterior prob-
ability zi from the previous E-step.
{pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ1} = arg max
pi,µ0,µ1,θ0,θ1
EZ [logPr(X,Z|pi, µ, θ)] (4.12)
Actually, since we are using the empirical distribution, the maximization
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Above is the general EM procedure for scoring peak regions. It’s an ideal
framework that makes use of all the information from both tag count and
fragment-length distribution. However, this framework covers too much
information such that there are too many parameters to optimize, thus in-
creasing the running time and affecting the convergence significantly. Un-
der this framework, the distribution of tag count given the fragment-length
distribution {µ0, µ1} is a hyper-distribution over a B-dimension data space.
But as shown in Section 4.2.5, there is bias between open chromatin and
fragment length. In particular, open chromatin shows a heavy bias on the
interval [100, 180). So instead of developing the method based on all the
bins, we develop the method based on only one bin which shows significant
bias for open chromatin.
Under this idea, the overall framework still keeps the same. The only
difference is that Li becomes restricted by a given interval. All the frag-
ments outside the given interval are not considered in Li. For convenience,
we name the given interval as interval B. So Li is for the ratio of the
fragments falling into the interval B. Although the interval [100, 180) has
already shown its significant affect on open regions, we would like to set
them as parameters rather than constant numbers. Then the EM procedure
can be specialized to handle the single-interval model. The main frame-
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work is shown in Algorithm 1. The implementation detail is presented in
the following section.
Algorithm 1 The specialzed EM model for single interval
Input: A list of peaks {X} from the previous phase and the sequence tags
covered by every peak
Output: The same list of peaks with new scoring values




5: Compute the interval B [p, q] according to the detail description in
Section 4.3.5
6: M-step: update {pi(t), µ(t)0 , µ(t)1 , θ(t)0 , θ(t)1 } with {z(t−1)} fixed accord-
ing to Equations 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17
7: E-step: update the posterior probability {z(t)} using the parameters
computed in the M-step according to Equation 4.11
8: until no change for {pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ1} and {z} converges
9: return The new score {z}
After running the EM procedure, every peak region is assigned a pos-
terior probability, which is related to not only signal intensity, but also
fragment-length distribution. We set the threshold on the posterior proba-
bility to be 0.9, which means only peaks with probability >0.9 are kept in
the final peak list.
4.3.5 Implementation Detail
Interval Selection
Based on the observation in Section 4.2.5, we think that peaks with higher
ratio of fragments in the interval [100, 180] are more likely to be open
regions. Since the single interval has significantly higher openness scores,
it’s more reasonable to focus on one specific interval of fragments instead
of using all intervals. The interval [100, 180] is only a simple observation
from data. We treat the intervals as parameters for optimization instead of
treating them as constants. In order to get the interval that has consistently
higher ratio in open chromatin than in close chromatin, we add an interval-
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selection procedure in the EM model. The interval-selection problem can







(lji zi − lji (1− zi)) (4.18)
By maximizing the formula, the interval [p, q] becomes the interval that
has the highest difference of fragment ratio between open region and close
region. The resulting interval [p, q] is interval B and only fragments falling
inside this interval are considered in the fragment-length distribution L in
downstream computing.
Biased Binning
Since we are using empirical distribution for both tag count and fragment-
length distribution, it’s hard to get the probability at an arbitrary condi-
tion, like Pr(C = 4, L1 = 0.5|Z = 1). Instead, we perform binning on both
tag count value and fragment ratio, which means that we compute some
bin-based probability like this Pr(1 < C ≤ 4, 0.4 < L1 ≤ 0.5|Z = 1). This
leads to a binning problem, on what good thresholds for binning tag counts
and fragment-length distribution are.
One simple approach is to determine the thresholds evenly, say,
{xmin, xmin + ∆x, xmin + 2∆x, . . . , xmax}. However, if there is an outlier
which is very small or very large, most of the entries will fall in a single bin
and some bins may not have entries.
Another simple approach is to determine the thresholds such that every
bin contains the same number of entries. But in the case that many entries
share a same value, this binning does not work well. Figure 4.9 shows
the distribution of tag count over all peak regions. As we can see, a huge
proportion of peaks have tag count less than 10. When this simple binning
scheme is applied, the thresholds look like {4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 6, 10,12944}, which
are unexpected.
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Figure 4.9: The distribution of tag count.
Binning method is an approximation method that discretizes a contin-
uous distribution by the probabilities on a few discrete intervals. This is
similar to a sampling procedure, which gets a few probability values from
the dataset and uses them to represent the real probability distribution.
A good binning scheme should make the probability values over the bins
as similar as possible to the real distribution. In our case, as we can see
in Figure 4.9, the real probability distribution decreases significantly with
the increase of tag count. Then a good binning scheme should also make
the probability values decrease significantly with the increase of tag count.
Under this idea, we design a binning scheme called "biased binning". The
thresholds are determined such that the number of entries in every bin
decreases exponentially. In our case, about half of the peaks are with tag
count 4, which is the minimum tag count of a candidate peak. We use
0.5 to be the base of our exponential model so that the binning can better
simulate the real distribution. With the exponential model, the binning
scheme ensures that every bin has some entries and the thresholds of the
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bins can be separated more evenly. Using this scheme, the binning thresh-
olds for tag count look like {4, 6, 10, 21, 41, 73, 119, 12944}, which are
more reasonable.
EM Initialization and Convergence
For running the EM procedure, it’s important to feed it with a good ini-
tialization scheme. In our implementation, we initialize the parameters in
the following steps.
1. Replace the {z} vector by a binary variable indicating the peak re-
gions with the tag counts higher than the 90th%-tile on the overall
distribution.
2. Based on the initialized {z} vector estimated in the first step, we
compute all the parameters {pi, µ0, µ1, θ0, θ1}. This is done in the
M-step.
3. After the first round, regular EM procedure can be conducted and
iterated until convergence.
By applying the initialization to the EM procedure, the program nor-
mally converges within 10 cycles. In our implementation, the criteria for
convergence are i) the average change of likelihood vector {z} differs within
0.001, ii) the maximum change of parameters is within 0.001. The maxi-
mum iteration for the program to run is 100.
4.4 Experimental Results
We apply openEM to the ATAC-seq datasets for two cell lines: GM12878
and CD4+ [26]. To evaluate OpenEM’s performance, we perform two ex-
periments. The first experiment focuses on specificity of peak-calling meth-
ods, which is the ratio of ATAC peaks covering open chromatin. The sec-
ond experiment focuses on sensitivity, which is the ratio of open chromatin
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covered by ATAC peaks.
4.4.1 Experiment Setting
We first describe our experimental setting. For each cell line, a set of peak
regions are defined as open-chromatin regions using annotations from lit-
erature to be described later. Then the open-chromatin regions are treated
as the benchmark and we define specificity and sensitivity as follows.
For specificity, the predicted ATAC peaks that overlap with the open-






where npeak is the total number of ATAC peaks predicted and ntrue is the
number of predicted ATAC peaks overlapping with the open-chromatin
regions.
Sensitivity is defined as the proportion of the open-chromatin regions
that are covered by the predicted ATAC peak regions. The false-positive
rate (FPR) is defined to be the proportion of randomly-shuﬄed open-
chromatin regions that are covered by the predicted ATAC peak regions.
It indicates the probability that the open-chromatin regions are covered by









where Copen is the number of open-chromatin regions that are covered by
the predicted ATAC peaks, nopen is the total number of open-region peaks,
and Cshuf is the number of shuﬄed open-chromatin regions covered by the
predicted ATAC peaks.
In our experiment, we compare our method with several widely used
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peak-calling methods: Fseq[21], ZINBA[37], DFilter[35] and MACS[16].
Fseq, ZINBA and DFilter are good for peak calling on open-chromatin
data, such as DNase and Faire, while MACS is good for peak calling on
ChIP-seq data.
4.4.2 Evaluation on GM12878
There are a lot of ChIP-seq data for GM12878 in the UCSC browser
database[53]. We use the ChIP-seq data of transcription factors in
GM12878 to define the open chromatin, totally 90 libraries. Among the 90
libraries, we exclude the two transcription factors Suz12 and Ezh2, which
are well known for chromatin silencing [54, 55]. We combine the remaining
88 libraries to be the benchmark for open chromatin, yielding a peak file
of 1029904 peak regions.
Figure 4.10(a) and (b) show the specificity curve and the sensitivity
curve for calling ATAC peaks in GM12878 by each peak caller. The ATAC
peaks are ranked by decreasing significance of the peaks predicted by each
caller.
As shown in Figure 4.10, both curves for specificity and sensitivity of
OpenEM are consistently better than the curves of other callers. This
implies that OpenEM achieves better specificity and sensitivity.
Besides transcription factors, the UCSC genome database[53, 56] also
provides the ChromHMM track for GM12878. The ChromHMM track la-
bels the genomic regions to be one of several pre-defined chromatin states.
Several states are related to the openness of the chromatin. Active pro-
moter and strong enhancer are expected to be on open-chromatin re-
gions, while repressed regions and heterochromatin are expected to
be on close chromatin regions.
Let St be the set of different states {ActivePromoter, StrongEnhancer,
Repressed,Heterochrom}. Let Pk be a set of peak regions predicted by a
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Figure 4.10: Comparison on GM12878 by TF: (a) comparison on
specificity (b) comparison on sensitivity
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where nPk,S is the number of peaks in Pk that belong to the state S and
nShuf,S is the number of randomly shuﬄed peaks in state S.
The enrichment score is defined as the difference between the sum of
enrichment scores for open chromatin statuses and the sum of enrichment








where open = {ActivePromoter, StrongEnhancer} and close = {Repressed,
Heterochrom}.
Figure 4.11 shows the enrichment for each peak caller on 2 cases. The
first case measures the state enrichments on all the peaks called by different
peak callers. The second case measures the state enrichments on the peaks
unique to each peak caller.
As we can see, the enrichment of the peaks called by OpenEM is con-
sistently the highest at active promoter and strong enhancer in both cases.
The enrichments for OpenEM at the close states are similar to the other
methods. The comparison on enrichment scores in Table 4.4 shows that
the ES of the peaks called by openEM is consistently higher than that of
the other methods.
Table 4.4: The enrichment scores for different peak callers







Figure 4.11: Comparison on GM12878 by ChromHMM: (a)state
enrichment for all peaks (b) state enrichments for unique peaks
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We also check the ChromHMM states for the TF peaks not covered by
OpenEM. The result is shown in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12: The enrichment of different chromatin states for the
uncovered TF peaks
As we can see, the uncovered TF peaks are enriched at insulator, which
is supposed to be at the boundary of open chromatin[57]. This indicates
that most uncovered open chromatin peaks are not in the active regions,
which is as expected.
4.4.3 Evaluation on CD4+
Figure 4.13: The comparison on the specificity of ATAC peaks
called in CD4+
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For CD4+, the existing ChIP-seq data for transcription factors is lim-
ited. Instead of using transcription factors to define open-chromatin re-
gions, we use histone marks to define the benchmark for open chromatin.
The histone-mark ChIP-seq datasets are obtained from Zhao’s lab[6]. As
described in Section 4.2, H3k4me3, H3k4me1, H3k27ac and H3k36me3 are
active marks. So we combine the 4 histone marks to be the benchmark for
open chromatin of CD4+, yielding a peak file of 383318 peak regions.
As for CD4+, unfortunately, we have only histone marks. Since the
histone marks are very broad, ATAC peaks can cover only a small part of
them. So using the coverage of histone marks to show sensitivity is not
reasonable and we thus do not show sensitivity for CD4+. The specificity
of the peak-calling methods is shown in Figure 4.13. As shown in the figure,
the curve of OpenEM is significantly higher than the other curves, which
implies better specificity.
4.5 Conclusion
This chapter introduces a ATAC-seq peak caller called OpenEM for calling
open-chromatin regions. OpenEM is based on the Expectation Maximiza-
tion framework. The method is different from existing methods because it
employs the information of fragment length. We show that the distribution
of fragment length is correlated with the activeness of the chromatin.
We apply OpenEM to the ATAC-seq data on GM12878 and CD4+,
showing that the performance of OpenEM is better than that of existing
methods. Sensitivity is improved since we use a relatively low threshold
when we call the peaks by piling up the sequence tags. The improvement
of specificity stems from the refinement phase where we include fragment-
length information. By adding the extra information, peak regions are re-
ranked and only the peaks with high ranking are kept in the final list. Those
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peaks are mostly true peaks and thus making the result highly specific.
For sensitivity, we observe that more than 10% of transcription factors
still can’t be covered by ATAC peak calling. These transcription factors
are mostly enriched in insulators, which is the boundary between open
chromatin and close chromatin. We believe that these regions can also be
covered by the peak-calling method given a higher sequencing depth.
However, OpenEM also has some limitations. The first is that we are
now using only a small part of fragment-length information. For fragment-
length distribution, now OpenEM is implemented using only one special
interval, which is called the interval B. The reason that we use only one
interval is that only the interval is shown to have bias for open chromatin.
It may be promising to make use of more intervals instead of only one. But
we need more observations to guide us for that direction, which may be
possible in the future.
The second limitation is that we assume the peak regions are gener-
ated from two components: open chromatin and close chromatin. This
is an ideal and simple model. But it may not fit the real biological sta-
tus of the chromatin well. For example, insulator regions are between
open chromatin and close chromatin. This type of regions cannot be eas-
ily classified into either of the two components. This may be the reason
that most of the uncovered transcription factors are enriched in insulators.
In order to overcome this limitation, it may be good to generalize from
two-component mixture model to multiple-component mixture model. A
difficulty with multiple-component model is that the induced search space
increases sharply. Another difficulty is that there is a higher chance to fall









Decades of research on gene regulatory mechanisms has provided a rich
framework with which we can explain gene expression. In particular, TFs
have long been recognized as playing a fundamental role in gene regula-
tion. The binding events of TFs require the chromatin to be open and thus
introduce the potential correlation between open chromatin and gene ex-
pression. In this chapter, we conduct a study for discovering the correlation
between open chromatin and gene expression profile (GEP). If GEP can be
predicted from ATAC-seq data, then it can significantly reduce the cost of
conducting biological research, since two profiles can be generated together
by only one experiment: chromatin-openness profile and gene expression
profile.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 shows some patterns of
ATAC-seq distribution that correlate with gene expression and gene direc-
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tion. Based on the observations, a new scoring scheme for TSS is described
in detail in Section 5.3. Then we test the model and show some exper-
imental results in Section 5.4. Experimental results show that including
fragment-length distribution can improve the correlation between the score
and gene expression.
5.2 Observations Between Open Chromatin
and TSS
In order to find the relationship between gene expression and ATAC-seq
signal, we use RNA-seq data generated by the Cold Spring Harbor Lab in
the UCSC database[53] as the benchmark of gene expression. We get the
average RNA-seq signal from upstream 1kbp to downstream 1kbp of the
transcription start sites (TSS) as the gene expressions for all genes. Then
we sort the TSS by the expression values and partition the TSS into 3
non-overlapping sets by RNA-seq signal: high TSS, medium TSS and low
TSS. For each set, we further partition them by the strand and check the
distributions of ATAC fragments around them. In this study, we focus only
on the fragments with one end overlapping with the TSS. The distributions
of the other end of the ATAC fragments around different sets of TSS on
both the forward strand and the backward strand are plotted in Figure 5.1.
From Figure 5.1, there are two interesting observations.
1. There is a subpeak at a position about 200bp away from the TSS.
The subpeak happens at the right side of the TSS on the forward
strand and on the left side of the TSS on the backward strand.
2. The intensity of the subpeak increases as RNA-seq signal intensity
decreases.
As mentioned in Section 4.2, the subpeak is related to nucleosome po-
sitioning, which is about 200bp for one nucleosome. Before the subpeak,
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Figure 5.1: The distributions of ATAC fragment around different
sets of TSS
there is a sharp drop in the interval about [100bp, 150bp] (see Figure 5.2),
which is also called the interval B in Section 4.3.
We try to explain the two observations. For the first one, it has been
shown in literature that there are some rigidly positioned nucleosomes im-
mediately downstream from the promoter[58, 5]. This explains the imbal-
ance distribution around TSS on both strands, since the rigid nucleosomes
are on the right side of the TSS on the forward strand and the left side of
the backward strand cases.
For the second one, it’s consistent with the discussion in Section 4.2,
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Figure 5.2: A demonstration of interval B
which states that the subpeak exists more in the repressive regions. In
other words, if a region is more close, there are more nucleosomes and thus
the chance of observing the subpeaks is also higher. In this figure, it shows
that TSS with higher RNA-seq signal have weaker subpeaks and thus more
open, which is reasonable.
5.3 OpenTSS Scoring
The observation presented in the previous section shows that the length
distribution of fragments around TSS have some correlation with gene ex-
pression and gene direction. Based on this hypothesis, we construct a new
scoring scheme for TSS from ATAC-seq data, called OpenTSS. The scor-
ing scheme takes ATAC-seq fragments covered by every single TSS and
output two values: a score value that is correlated with gene expression, a
direction value indicating which strand the gene is on.
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5.3.1 Scoring for Gene Expression
For the scoring part, the most important component is ATAC-seq intensity.
Since the drop in interval B is more obvious in low-expression TSS than
in high-expression TSS, we also include the ratio of fragments falling in




i + (1− α)XBi (5.1)
where X tagi is the number of tags covered by the TSS with a flanking region
of 1kbp on both sides, XBi is the ratio of fragments in interval B. Since
interval B here has the same biological meaning as the one in OpenEM,
we use the same interval B selected from the OpenEM module. α is the
weighting factor.
However, the scales of X tag and XB differ a lot. We cannot simply add
the two components directly. So we perform a normalization procedure
and revise the scoring as follows.
Scorei = αNorm(X
tag, i) + (1− α)Norm(XB, i) (5.2)




, X tagmax 6= X tagmin



















, XBmax 6= XBmin















where X tag is the vector of the tag counts for all TSS, XB is vector of
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the ratio of fragments in interval B for all TSS. Norm() is a normalization
function, which normalizes all the values in a vector to be in the range [0,
1]. In the case that the maximum value is equal to the minimum value,
all the values will be set to 0, since the feature is not contributing any
information to differentiate TSS.
5.3.2 Gene-Direction Prediction
As we can see from the observation, the ratio of fragments in interval B
on both sides of the TSS are different. The OpenTSS also provides a
procedure for predicting gene direction based on ATAC-seq around TSS.






− XBi,left/XBi,right < 1/τ




where XBleft and XBright are the ratio of fragments in the interval B in both
sides respectively, τ is a threshold parameter. In our implementation, τ is
set to be 1.5.
5.4 Experimental Results
For this study, we are looking at the fragment distribution around TSS. It
can be very noisy if TSS are covered by a small number of ATAC tags. So
we test our method on TSS with high coverage of ATAC tags only; totally
2224 TSS are selected. Both the ATAC-seq data and the RNA-seq data in
this experiment are from GM12878.
We firstly test the scoring scheme under different α values. We use
RNA-seq signals generated by GIS from the UCSC database[53] as the
benchmark and show the Pearson’s Correlation between RNA-seq signals
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and the scores. The result is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: The Pearson’s correlation under different α values
As shown in the figure, the correlation between tag count and RNA-
seq signal is about 0.58 (α = 1). With the help of XB, the correlation
can achieve higher than 0.7 when α is about 0.92. This figure shows that
the involvement of XB can improve the correlation between the score and
RNA-seq signal.
Then we run the gene-direction prediction on TSS and the prediction
results are shown in Table 5.1. Both the precisions for the forward-strand
and backward-strand prediction are higher than 0.75.
Table 5.1: The precision of gene direction prediction
geneDir # of TSS Real + Real - Precision
Predicted + 831 627 204 0.754512635
Predicted - 768 191 577 0.751302083
In the experiment, 625 TSS are predicted to beNone. We also check the
RNA-seq signals for them and found that 410(0.66) of them have similar
RNA-seq signals on the plus strand and the minus strand, which indicates
that most of the None direction TSS are expressed on both sides.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose OpenTSS, a new scoring scheme for TSS using
ATAC-seq data. In this study, we show that fragment-length distribution
is related to both gene expression profile and gene direction. These obser-
vations are employed for developing a scoring scheme and a gene-direction
prediction scheme. We test the method on GM12878 and the results show
that with the involvement of XB, the correlation between the score and
RNA-seq signal can be improved compared to pure tag count. The results
also show that gene-direction prediction can achieve 0.75 precision. This
work is the first to look at the relation between gene and fragment-length
distribution, which provides a new direction for studying open-chromatin
data.
However, this study is still in an early stage and has a few limitations.
The first limitation is that it relies too heavily on interval B, which makes
it hard to apply to regions with low ATAC coverage. When ATAC coverage
is low, the fragment distribution is very noisy and the number of fragments
in interval B cannot show clear patterns.
The second limitation is that it’s hard to determine the parameters
α and τ . With different cell lines and different treatments, the best pa-
rameters may differ a lot. There is no clear guideline for determining the
parameters. So it’s hard to apply to real data before this issue is resolved.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Direction
6.1 Conclusion
This thesis explores a hot topic in biological study, which aims to find
genomic regulation mechanism by using open-chromatin data. In the past
few years, biological research relies heavily on ChIP-seq, which uncovers
the binding events of one protein in one experiment. In contrast, with
open-chromatin assays, we can retrieve a whole genomic profile by only one
experiment, which makes it an interesting topic to work on. Particularly,
with the maturing of the ATAC protocol, open chromatin is becoming
even more promising, since it’s close to the clinical-application level in
terms of resource required. In this thesis, two problems regarding the open
chromatin are considered: how to call peaks more accurately and how open
chromatin is related to gene expression.
For the first problem, a new peak-calling method called OpenEM is
developed, which is described in Chapter 4. It is well known that the per-
formance of peak calling is heavily dependent on pile-up signal profile. This
is also the feature that existing methods are using. In our study, we ob-
serve that besides signal profile, fragment-length-distribution profile is also
informative for calling peaks accurately and this observation is employed in
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developing OpenEM. We test OpenEM on both the GM12878 and CD4+
cell lines and demonstrate that it’s better than existing methods in both
sensitivity and specificity. However, the performance of this method is lim-
ited by the assumption that chromatin regions can only be either open or
close. But the reality is that cell culture is highly dynamic, which makes it
hard to determine clearly the openness of a chromatin region. The frame-
work can be further improved by including more biological insights about
the definition of open chromatin.
For the second problem, a new scoring scheme for transcription start
sites (TSS) called OpenTSS is proposed, which makes use of the fragment
distribution around a TSS to re-score the TSS and thus makes it more
correlated to gene expression. In our experiment, we find that the involve-
ment of fragment-length distributions around TSS can improve the scoring
of TSS. Further observation on the data shows that the directions of the
genes are also related to fragment-length distribution. This observation is
also applied in OpenTSS and thus achieves a fairly high precision of direc-
tion prediction. However, this study is still in a very early stage and the
correlation between the score and gene expression is still not high enough
to push forward biological research. Another issue is that there are some
parameters involved in this model. Some guidelines are needed for deter-
mining the parameters.
In summary, the observations shown in this study unlock the potential
provided by pair-end sequencing on open chromatin of pushing biological
research forward. The methods developed based on the observations show
better performance compared to existing methods. But more efforts are
still needed to fully uncover the potential of open-chromatin data.
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6.2 Future Work
The proposed research problems in this thesis are currently hot topics. The
key difficulties for pushing biological research forward lie in two aspects:
one is the high cost for conducting biological assays and the other is how to
fully uncover information in the data. For the first issue, research on open
chromatin is paving a new road to reduce experimental cost significantly.
Compared to ChIP-seq, which targets only one transcription factor every
time, research on open chromatin have the potential of uncovering all bind-
ing events in one experiment. More interestingly, it also has the potential
of uncovering the correlation between different transcription factors, which
is impossible in looking at only one ChIP-seq library. With the publication
of ATAC-seq, open chromatin is attracting even more attentions. For the
second issue, it relies on the research progress of computational biology,
which is the field that the thesis is targeting. In this thesis, we conduct
a comprehensive analysis on ATAC-seq data. But the analysis is only the
first step. More efforts are needed for this field to push biological research
forward. There are some directions that I think are worth further study.
1. Better correlation with gene expression. As we have shown in Chap-
ter 5, the involvement of fragment-length distribution around TSS
can improve the correlation between openness and gene expression.
However, some parameters need to be determined in order to achieve
high correlations. In our experiments, the parameters are determined
by the user. It can be useful only after the program can determine the
parameters by itself. One direction is to get more prior information
for computing the parameters.
2. Predicting multiple protein-binding events. DNase has been proven
to be able to predict multiple protein-binding events by making use
of different binding signal patterns called footprint[41] along with
the motifs for transcription factors. However, further analysis shows
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that there are bias for footprint[59] and more efforts are needed for
eliminating the bias.
3. Uncovering the relationship between different transcription factors.
As a successful assay, ChIP-seq can get protein-binding sites accu-
rately. However, the immunoprecipitation process isolates one type
of proteins and thus breaks the correlation between different tran-
scription factors. Even with multiple ChIP-seq libraries, the correla-
tion is hard to recover, since they are done in different experiments.
With open-chromatin assays, all the proteins are working in the same
cell culture and at the same time. It should be more confident for
uncovering the relationship between different proteins.
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